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Editors’
Note:
“Connecting us and all the insight and
wisdom we are able to offer one another,
is the beautiful thread of Yoga.”

W

Girijesh Vyas

elcome to the publication of the UYLS

greatest of respect, this newsletter is dedicated to

Newsletter. One of the great joys of working

Pundit Radheshyam Mishra and the extended UYLS

on this project was to discover the wonderful people of

Family. It is because of the incredible dedication of

such diverse talents who volunteered to help out. We

Pundit Ji to the practice and study of Yoga that our lives

have in our numbers, persons from tremendously rich

have been so enriched.

and multifaceted backgrounds. Connecting us, and all the
insight and wisdom we are able to offer one another, is
the beautiful thread of Yoga. The lovely tapestry we make
is yet one more example of what a great gift the
practice of Yoga is in our lives.
Our Yoga Community all around the world is truly
special and unique. In addition to steadily increased
physical, mental and spiritual enhancement, one of the
beneﬁts of attending classes is to cross paths and
befriend people you might not normally meet. As our
physical bodies transform and open up with the practice
of Yoga, so do our lives. We truly hope this newsletter is
a conduit that expands this connection. There are as
many stories about how Yoga has changed and
inﬂuenced our lives, as there are people who practice it.
Please let us know your stories and pass on any pictures
you have. We would also love to publish
“congratulations” for any milestones achieved by our
members.Vegetarian recipes are always welcome. Of
course we would love comments and suggestions. Our
goal is for this newsletter to reﬂect all of us. With the

Namaste, Connecting us all...
"Girijesh, Your Editor & Deependra, Assistant Editor”
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Union with
Self through Yoga

Pundit Radheshyam Mishra

The body is the temple of your being; the vehicle for your soul on its spiritual journey. In Yoga we use our body, which is
the known and reﬁned instruction to begin the journey, to penetrate the layers of our being.This allows us to connect
our awareness to the spirit within, the unknown.Working from the gross body, through the subtle to the casual body, we
make the journey inward to merge into a state of freedom beyond consciousness known as Samadhi.

P

atanjali was an Indian sage who lived more than 2500
years ago. He is still considered the authority on yoga.
Patanjali wrote the Yoga Sutras describing an eight-limbed path
that is the structural framework for yoga practice.Yoga means
union: union of body, mind and individual spirit with the
universal spirit. The eight-limbed framework described by
Patanjali illustrates Ashtanga (the eight limbs) yoga.The ﬁrst two
limbs, the Yamas and Niyamas, are the ethical observances,
which give us the guidelines of how to relate to other people
and our environment, and how to deal with ourselves. Yamas
are considered the guiding principles for universal morality.
They give us the rules for living in harmony with others and our
world. Ahimsa translates as non-violence or non-harming. It
means the cultivation of friendliness, compassion, joy and
thoughtful consideration of other people and our planet.
Through the practice of Ahisma we acknowledge the web of life
that connects us all. Live your life with love in your heart, be
considerate and do no harm.
Satya translates as truthfulness. It means speaking the truth, yet
being discriminating. If speaking the truth is harmful to another
it is better to say nothing at all.
Asteya means non-stealing. Don’t take anything that is not
yours or that is not freely given to you.
Brahmacharya is sense control. Often described as sexual
abstinence this can be seen as using our sexual energy
responsibly and in a manner that does not harm others.
Aparigraha is non-greed or non-hoarding. It means to take no
more than you need. It means letting go of attachments to
things and understanding the only constant in life is change.
Everything is impermanent.
Practicing the Yamas contributes to the health and happiness of
society by purifying the human nature of desire and attachment.
Niyamas, on the other hand are the personal rules for living.
Saucha translates as cleanliness. This means not only keeping
our bodies clean on the outside by bathing but also on the
inside by eating foods that support good health.
Practicing asanas and pranayama purify the body of toxins and
the mind of negative emotions such as hatred, passion, anger,
lust, greed, delusion and pride.
Santosa is contentment. This means feeling content with what
we have and ﬁnding contentment even when facing the
challenges life offers. Be happy and accept what life brings.

Tapas means self discipline. The word tapas is derived from the
Sanskrit word tap, which means to burn or to heat. Tapas in our
practice means not only purifying our physical body through
the practice of yoga but also burning away the desire and
attachment for and to things. Tapas can be paying attention to
our breath, posture and the food we eat. Puriﬁcation is not
necessarily easy but necessary as “the pains which are yet to
come can and are to be avoided” (Y.S. 2:16) if we are to attain
our spiritual goals and good health.
Svadhyaya is self study. Sva means self and adhyaya means
inquiry. Know thyself. Learn to be self-aware, understanding
our strengths and limitations. Isvarapranidhana is surrender.
Isvarapranidhana means to surrender to the divine creator. Let
go of our ego and allow our inner wisdom to guide us. Twelve
Step programs are based on this premise.“Let go and let God”.
Acknowledge that a force greater than our individual ego is
guiding us.
Asana is the third limb of astanga yoga, and is the most well
known aspect. The practice of physical postures in Asana
improves our health, mobility, stability, strength and ﬂexibility. It
has a profoundly calming effect on our mind giving us a deep
sense of well-being. The ﬁrst three limbs are known as the
outward practices. Pranayama is the forth limb. It is the
beginning of the inward practices.
Prana means life force and yama means extension. Pranayama
extends the life force through control of the breath. The
disciplined practice of Asana and Pranayama produce the tapas
that purify the body and mind.The ﬁfth limb Pratyahara is known
as withdrawal of the senses from external objects. Generally,
our senses attach to the outer world and feed our desires
leaving us feeling discontent. Controlling the senses brings
peace of mind and tranquility. The ﬁnal three limbs are known
as the quest of the soul and bring the yoga practitioner into
harmonious contact with the ultimate creative force or divine
universal spirit.
The sixth limb Dharana is concentration of the mind on the
universal spirit. Here the mind is still and brought to onepointed absorption at which point there is no feeling of “I” or
“mine”.
The seventh limb Dhyana is meditation, contemplation of the
nature of the universal spirit.
The ﬁnal limb Samadhi means union with the divine universal
spirit.

WE ARE
WHAT
WE EAT
So Don’t Be Fast,
Cheap, Easy, or Fake…
Simmi Saxena- UYLS

Pretty wise advice that gets right to the point in a
clever way, and it got me thinking: The same thing
applies when we step onto our yoga mats!

You Are What You Yoga
S

o slow down, don’t cheat yourself, take it easy, and
stand in your truth.

Don’t be fast. You have the rest of your day to ride in the
fast lane. Why not let the time you spend practicing yoga
be all about decelerating? Slow down; take your time on
your mat. The slower your breath, the deeper your
practice. Don’t be in a rush to get into the poses. Instead,
take the time to set up proper alignment ﬁrst. Try stopping
after each sun salutation to take a few breaths and savor it
rather than rushing off to the next one.
Don’t be cheap. Be generous. Be generous with your
breath and your energy, sharing it with the other people
you practice with if you go to a yoga class. If you are
practicing at home, don’t skip the time for Shavasana. Don’t
cheat yourself out of a minute on your yoga mat by letting
your thoughts drift to your to-do list. Stay present and
grounded. Don’t be cheap in rewarding yourself; give
yourself the gift of the time to reconnect with your spirit,
fully present.
Don’t be easy. Pundit Ji would say that once you think

you know everything there is to know about a yoga pose,
that is when you stop practicing yoga. I think what he was
trying to teach is don’t take the easy road. Always ﬁnd new
ways to challenge yourself on the yoga mat, new ways to
explore the pose, to notice your body and your breath, to
quiet your mind.
As Great Legendary Yoga master B.K.S. Iyengar Quoted: Do
not aim low; you will miss the mark. Aim high, and you will
be on a threshold of bliss.”
Don’t be fake. Your yoga practice should belong to you,
not the person next to you. Stop trying to stack up to
some picture you have in your mind of what a ﬂexible yogi
should look like. Don’t worry if you can’t touch your toes,
and please don’t try to force yourself into doing so! Honor
yourself. Stand tall in your truth. And be ok with modifying
a pose to ﬁt your body, or taking a resting pose when you
need to take a break.
You are what you yoga, so slow down, be generous, keep
growing on your journey, and be true to yourself.
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Why AUM?

A

A-U-M The sound emerging from the vocal cords
starts from the base of the throat as “A”. With the
coming together of the lips “U” is formed .When the lips are
closed,the ending sound is “M”. All speech is dependent on
the use of these three syllables; hence AUM is considered to
be divine. Intoning AUM allows the sound to resonate
through the body and penetrate to the center of one’s being
to the individual soul. That vibration is the source of
creation and that the primordial sound AUM is the
manifestation of that vibration.
AUM represents the creation of the universe, the divine
cosmic consciousness or universal spirit. AUM is also called
pranava. It indicates that AUM is integral in our breath or
prana, the life force and is part of all life. The past, the
present and the future are all included in this one sound and
all that exists beyond. It is the eternal symbol that reﬂects
absolute reality. AUM like the Latin word OMNI means all.
It is thought that the “Amen” in Christianity and the “Amin”
in Islam came from AUM but lost the original pronunciation
through time.
The purpose of yoga, according to the Yoga Sutras of
Patanjali, Sutra 1.2, is to,“Still the ﬂuctuations of the

Latika Vyas- UYLS

consciousness”. Chanting AUM focuses our consciousness
and turns our senses inward. The ongoing repetition of
AUM brings the practitioner, sadhaka, to a place where the
body, breath, senses, mind and intellect are fused together
with the divine consciousness. AUM is the bow, the
individual self is the arrow and the target is the universal
spirit. With practice we learn to intone AUMs of equal
length and the momentary silence that arises as the last
sound of the “M” fades away becomes more and more
tangible. Our awareness moves between the sound and the
silence until the sound ceases and eventually, even the
thought of AUM is extinguished and there is no thought.
This is the state where the mind and the intellect are
transcended as the individual self merges with the inﬁnite
self.
“Inhale with warmth, elation and joy as if you are receiving
the life force as a gift from God. Exhale with a sense of
gratitude, silently expressing your humbleness as a
surrender to the Lord ”.
This is why we chant AUM.
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YOGI OF THE MONTH

Smt. Hansaji Jayadeva
Yogendra
(President of The Yoga Institute)
“When the body, mind, and soul are all connected,
we become our most attractive and magnetic selves,
i.e. when our minds are healthy and thinking
positively, and we are being true to our souls and to
who we really are, we are only then capable of being
our true radiant selves.”

S

he requires no formal introduction. Iota of words
would be incapable to delineate her towering
persona.
A lady who is an Ideal to all Yog aspirants and her peers.
The one who has set a Noble example of Yogic Life, while
leading a successful family life for past so many years, She
is an Epitome & Zenith of Yog.
A person who leads her pupil to the Pristine, Serene
Beauty Of Yog....
One who has inculcated Yog, with all its calmness and
depth within herself and her disciple, along with the
invention of special yogic ahaar, for the betterment of
humankind...She has also authored many books on Yog
and has a regular feature on Patanjali’s Yoga Sutra and The
Bhagvad Gita in the Journal of The Yog Institute (Yoga and
Total Health).
She is the one who Cherishes Womanhood. One who
celebrates life through purity of Yog. She has so effectively,
efﬁciently and beautifully harmonized and balanced the
yogic & household life that today she stands as
Personiﬁcation of Yog to all of us.
She is the Most Charming Lady of Yog... Smt. Hansaji !!!

A dynamic and charismatic personality, Smt. Hansaji,
wife of Dr. Jayadeva Yogendra and present Director of
The Yoga Institute, has dedicated her life to the running
of the Institute and to teaching yoga as a way of life in
a completely practical way. Smt. Hansaji Jayadeva has
been selected as "Woman of the Year 2000" by the
American Biographical Institute, U.S.A. for her
outstanding accomplishment and the noble example
she has set for her peers and entire community. She is
perhaps best known throughout the nation due to her
involvement in the popular television series ’Yoga for
Better Living’, ﬁrst aired in 1980.
She was recognized for her contribution to Women's
Health through the award presented by SPARC. She
has conducted several seminars and lecture tours in
India and in Europe, Australia, Canada, Pakistan, Hong
Kong and United States of America. She has also
authored many Yoga books and articles. She was
invited by the National Council for Education
Research and Training along with Dr. Jayadeva to advise
on formulating a Yoga education syllabus for schools
nationwide.
- Padmini
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YOGALIFE
SCIENCES
CONTRIBUTION OF YOGA TO THE
SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION OF KIDS

C

hildren are much valued resource of a nation. Prior
to entrusting the reigns of nation-building over to

them, we need to ensure that they are groomed well to
shoulder this huge task. Modern education systems
provide knowledge but fail to impart character building &
moral values to Yoga, the science based on ancient wisdom
and culture which emphasizes harmony and integration of
the human personality through all stages of life, proved
very promising to fulﬁll this task even for children.
To prove this in reality, a special Case Study Program was
organized with 35 children (age group 5 – 12 years) for a
period of 3 months.The various components of Yogic Life
for Kids were standardized. Few special techniques have
been devised to impart knowledge of “Yogic Life Style”
among children. “Yogic Games” invented and created by
The Yoga Institute, Santacruz, Mumbai were used to impart
some of the required yogic traits in children. Special way to
teach Yoga techniques was designed as per understanding
of Children psychology. The selection of Yoga Techniques
(Asanas, Pranayama, Kriya) ware based on four Bhavas –
Dharma, Jnana,Vairagya and Aishwarya.
All the aspects of a child’s personality were analyzed
before and after the program. Regular Kids Yoga camp was
organized for one month at our Yoga Centre. The kids
were asked to follow the teachings of the camp for next
two months on their own. Feedback was taken 3 months
later to check the persist-ability of the yogic life style
among children.The results of these analyses showed that
the developed techniques are very much promising and
efﬁcient in developing all required yogic attributes along
with considerable reﬁnement in the behavior and
personality amongst 23 kids out of 35 analyzed.

Dr. Babita Singh
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UJJAIN KUMBHA
2016 WITH UYLS
Join us in the largest gathering of
Humanity all over the world

THE 5th INTERNATIONAL
YOGA SEMINAR-2016
YOGA for Peace and Humanity
April 26-30, 2016, Ujjain, M.P. India
& Global YOGA Convention Kumbha 2016, May 5-15, 2016

C

elebrating Multiple Identities in India, The 5th
International YOGA Seminar (IYS) in Kumbha 2016
gives an opportunity to showcase the true Indian Spiritual
traditions to the world. The IYS Kumbha 2016 based on the
theme “YOGA for Peace and Humanity” April 26-30, 2016
will be a meeting place for aesthetics and YOGA is of various
sects of the world, almost like a parliament of YOGA for
discussions on religious doctrines and possible reforms of
YOGA followed by The Global YOGA Convention May 5-15,
2016, where the masters and pioneers of the world who are
only available for general public on social, print or electronic
medias will be conducting practical YOGA workshops for
World Peace and Humanity in the temporary Camp to be
established for only one month for 5000 participants with all
modern comforts and necessary arrangements.

YOGA SEMINAR DURING UJJAIN
KUMBHA MELA, INDIA
Humankind has always nurtured possibilities of seemingly
distinct identities and afﬁliations coexisting and interacting
with each other in harmonious ways. India for instance offers
a unique example of peaceful transactions of multiple
identities. Often described as a river, constantly refreshed by
fresh streams, the Indian civilization reveals a remarkable
propensity to respect and absorb traditions and rituals across
religions and cultures. The quest for truth through a
reconciliation of diverse viewpoints has ever been intrinsic to
Hindu thought. Rigveda thus pronounced “Ekah va idam vi
babhuv sarvam” (That which is one has multiplied unto all)
and Ekam Sad Vipra bahudha vadanti (The truth is one, the
sages express it variously) and further ‘Aa no bhadrah Krtavo

yantu Vishvatah’ (May noble and auspicious thoughts come to
us from all over the Universe). Such dialogical tradition and
non-dualistic ethos creates a natural space for Yoga and
cultural pluralism and diversities. Unsurprisingly India has
long been a preferred destination for various Yogic religious
and cultural communities from afar. In recent times too we
could readily discover several lived instances of Yogic cultural
pluralism and syncretism.
It is in this context this seminar will deliberate upon the ‘lived
in’ experiences of plural Yogic identities and how our diverse
associations and afﬁliations are played out in any speciﬁc
context. It is beﬁtting to host such conference at Ujjain in
Kumbha 2016 which apart from being the holy city of Hindus
is seen as a gathering place of all religions and cultures
wherein streams of shared religious and cultural practices
dominated the public space and facilitated a peaceful
transaction of inter community demotic superstitious and
local practices.
The Kumbha 2016 YOGA seminar based on theme “Yoga for
Peace and Humanity” from April 26-30th 2016 will be a
meeting place for aesthetics and yogis of various sects of the
world, almost like a parliament of Yoga for discussions on
religious doctrines and possible reforms of yoga.
The YOGA seminar will provide a multidisciplinary forum for
networking and the sharing of information related to new
research and evidence-based outcomes of Scientiﬁc YOGA.
The YOGA seminar will facilitate stronger linkages between
Yoga, medical science and religious doctrines and will explore
in greater depth the important overlap and interaction
between and the program areas:Yoga for Peace and Humanity.
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YOGA
MUDRA

YOGA POSE OF THE MONTH
“Regular practice of yoga can
help you face the turmoil of life
with steadiness and stability.”
“Idam Padmasanam proktam sarva yadhivinashanam”
Padma means lotus, the ﬁnal position of this posture looks like lotus,
so it is called Padmasana.
Remember these yoga tips before starting yoga asanas.
PREPARATION
•

Fist get seated in padma asana(lotus pose). In case, you are not
comfortable with padma asana sit comfortably in sukh asana.

•

Bring both the hands at your back. Catch left hand wrist with
right hand and make a ﬁst with left hand.

•

Keep the hands loose and let them rest on the back.

•

Keep the spine, head and neck straight.

STEPS
•

Inhale a long breath. Now while exhaling, gradually turn right
towards your right knee. Thereafter, bend upper area of body
towards ground. Touch the ground with your forehead.

•

Breathe normally. Stay in this position for 10 seconds.

•

While inhaling, come back to sukh asana/ padma asana

POSITION
•

Take rest while assuming sitting position for 6 to 10 seconds.

•

Repeat on left knee.

•

Repeat, bending forward to touch the ﬂoor in front between the
knees with your forehead.

PRACTICE
•

Initially, for ﬁrst two weeks do only two rounds.You may increase
to four – ﬁve rounds as you get more practice.

BENEFITS
•

Activates and exercises the lungs, beneﬁcial for asthmatics.

•

It is ideal asana for ladies who want to retain their beauty and
youthfulness.

•

Cures loss of appetite, ulcer, indigestion and constipation.

•

Makes spine, waist, veins and muscles ﬂexible.

•

Cures diabetes and reduces obesity.

•

Yoga mudra exercises the intestines.

CAUTION
The left and right wrist should be along the back and left and right
arm should be kept straight.
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Testimonial
M

Alessandra Barbisan

Yoga Sadhaka from 16th IYTTC
held in Caxias Do Sul Brazil
in August 2014

y experience of immersion was very good, unlike anything I
had imagined it would be. First I was delighted and
impressed by the Pundit Radheshyam Mishra, a person with most
calm, composed persona, a yogi who besides imparting the yoga
teachings, both the theory and the practice, very clearly and ﬁrmly, is
a "multifunctional" man, knowledgeable and practitioner of
numerous subjects (yoga, languages, music, musical instruments,
cooking, computers, Bodycare, thermometer, stopwatch, astrology
and what not, the list doesn’t seem to end.) always in a balanced and
measured way.And it made me think, as we are limited in our way of
being and seeing things, not seek to improve us in improving at all
and also realize that we do not need to depend on anyone.
After that came many ﬁndings such as: stress the importance of
moral conduct in society (I will never forget theYamas and Niyamas);
noticing as there are plenty of improvement and renewal of our life
staff; to pay attention to small but important things. Furthermore,
the stiffness, the intensity of so that the program was conducted was
of great inﬂuence. The constant perceptions external and internal
environments did, really, with that awareness and the need to be
aware and present in everything we do and when we do makes us
happier, more satisﬁed with everything.
This program changed habits of life, such as getting up early, practice
meditation, kriyas, pranayama, the healthy food, sleep with the
positive thoughts, was of great value to my life. The knowledge, or
rather the resumption in the study of human body systems, of our
machine, made my attitude to my body to modify.
Today after 7 months of immersion, I still keep the daily discipline to
get up early, meditate, do the cleaning body, practicing asanas, feed
me well (I stopped eating meat to realize the evil that it does to the
body and awareness of non-violence - Ahimsa) and this keeps me
very well throughout the day.

Moreover, it could not fail to mention the friendship,
companionship, and simplicity of all participants, I believe that we
were blessed by God, it was very good to go through this sharing.
The choice of location was very wise in the midst of beautiful
nature, marked the tranquility, quality, allowing many outdoor
activities. Sure, these days will be marked in my life and all that I
relate, and hope to apply all was taught in the best possible way.
And ﬁnally, live yoga and spread it forever.
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PUNDIT JI

IN BRAZIL-2015

Dr. Deependra Singh

O

n his Second visit to Brazil, renowned yoga guru
Pundit Radheshyam Mishra discovers a passionate
response in a country where he has more than 3000
followers.
Brazil , he says, “could overtake India in yoga”.
When Pundit Ji arrived in Brazil last time on his ﬁrst visit
(6 months ago) here, he did not know what to expect.
Pundit Ji, instead, arrived here to a passionate reception,
and was left stunned by the wide interest in his teachings
in a nation where he can now count more than 3000
people as followers of his yoga philosophy.
One yoga student complained: “I’ve been practicing for
nine years, but feel I can’t improve.” Pundit Ji had little
comfort for her. “I’ve been practicing yoga for 26 years,” he
said. “And I’m still learning.”
Yoga, he said, could bring the two countries together by
creating a common bond and changing perceptions. “I have
created friendship through yoga,” he said. “If you practice
yoga, your way of thinking becomes different. If you stand
on your feet, you see the world one way. But if you are
standing on your head, and are upside down, the world will
look a whole lot different.”

NEWS PAPER
COVERAGE

In January of this year Pundit ji made history with his
2nd visit to Brazil.
The following exerts are taken from articles written in
the “Pioneer & Bem Estar” the leading newspapers of
Brazil, edition, January 28 & 31, 2015.
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Opening of One more
afﬁliated Yoga Centre of
Ujjain Yoga Life Society
in South America.

UJJAIN
YOGA LIFE
SOCIETY
NEWS

24th February 2015 – Shanti Yoga ,
Santa Maria, Rio Grande Do Sul, Brazil

9-11th March Pundit Ji's visit along with our Editor &
Senior Associate Shri Girijesh Vyas to International Yoga
Conference in Haridwar,Yoga for Wellness.

13-15th March Pundit Ji's visit to Kaivlayadham Lonavala, to attend Centre for Yoga Accreditation
International's annual meeting as one of the Board Member.
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GLIMPSES OF THE MONTH
Feb-March 2015

Pundit Ji's Brazil Visit - 24th Jan-1st March

GLIMPSES 2015

15

Yoga Week- 26 Jan - 3 Feb - Caxias Do Sul, Brazil

Pundit Ji's Lecture on Yoga for
Stress Management

Pundit Ji at Radio Caxias,
Talk on Yoga and its beneﬁts

GLIMPSES 2015

16

Workshop on Yoga For Respiratory Disorders

2 Day Meditation Workshop by Pundit Ji

5-15th Feb 200 Hrs IYTTC - Cruiva,
Brazil-20 Participants

GLIMPSES 2015
Lecture on Yoga for Life management- Garopaba, Florianopolis

Workshop By our Senior Associate and Research head Dr. Babita Singh, at Madhav
Science College, Ujjain on Yoga for Youth at District Level NSS Camp.
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GLIMPSES 2015
19th Feb Lecture on Yoga, Meditation & its effect on Human
Physiology by Dr. Babita Singh, Madhav Science College, Ujjian.

Several Sunday Special workshops for Disease Management at
Yog Bhawan, Ujjain, By Senior Teachers of UYLS

19-20th March, Research paper on Yoga for Kids, presented by Dr. Babita
Singh during National Seminar on Latest Trends in Analytical
Instrumentation & Innovative techniques, Madhav Science College

GLIMPSES 2015
23rd March, Lecture by Our Associate
Shri Hemant Sharma, Editor Dainik
Bhaskar- Indore, Navsamvat Navichar,
Kalidas Academy, Ujjain

19
24th March, Lecture Effects of Yoga on
Global Health, By our Indore Coordinator
& Associate Mrs. Dipti Gami, Navsamvat
Navichar, Kalidas Academy, Ujjain.

Yoganant - ULYS Monthly Newsletter, 1st Issue Released

Dr. Jayadev and Smt. Hansaji with First Yoganant issue.

Launch of 1st Issue of Yoganant

Opening of Yogalife Assistance Home, Ujjain
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GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS

REGULAR
CLASSES: UJJAIN
CENTRE

SPECIAL
YOGA THERAPY
CLASSES

Monday - Saturday Morning 5:30 - 9:30 am & Evening
5:00 - 8:00 pm (One hour each).

Every Sunday- 8:00 - 9:00 am

With 42 Yoga hour classes & 42
total classes per week we aim to
have a great time and classes that
suit your schedule.

By popular demand Meditation /
Yoga Nidra is now a weekly class.

Relax and unwind with us.

THE RECIPE BOX
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Vegetable Vermicelli Upma
INGREDIENTS :

METHOD :

Vermicelli 2 cups

Step 1

Potato 1/2 inch cubes

Boil potato, carrot and cauliﬂower in two cups of water till nearly
done.Add French beans and peas and boil further for ﬁve minutes.
Drain and cool.

1 medium Carrot 1/2 inch cubes
1 medium Cauliﬂower 5-6 ﬂorets
Green peas 1/4 cup

Step 2

Green capsicum seeded and cubed1 Medium

Heat ﬁve cups of water, bring it to a boil, add vermicelli, salt and one
tablespoon of oil. Cook for one minute or till slightly underdone.

Salt to taste

Step 3

Oil 2 tablespoons

Drain, refresh under cold water and keep aside. Heat remaining oil
in a pan, temper with mustard seeds and curry leaves.Add urad dal,
ginger and onion. Sauté well till the onion turns light brown.

Mustard seeds 1/2 teaspoon
Split black gram skinless (dhuli urad dal) 2 teaspoons
Ginger chopped1 inch piece

Step 4

Green chilies slit 2

Add green chilies and stir. Add the cooked vegetables, green
capsicum and sauté for four to ﬁve minutes.Add cooked vermicelli,
salt and stir gently.

Lemon juice 2 tablespoons

Step 5

½ Teaspoon Sugar

Cook for ﬁve to six minutes. Remove from heat. Mix in Sugar and
lemon juice and serve hot.

Onion chopped1 medium
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Pundit Radheshyam Mishra’s
I N T E R N AT I O N A L T O U R

CALENDER 2015
DATES - 2015
FROM - TILL

CITY,
COUNTRY

PURPOSE
OF VISIT

March 25 - April 5

Abu Dhabi, Dubai & Bahrain

Yoga Workshops

June 1- 18

Trondheim, Norway

19th IYTTC 200 Hrs & Multiple Yoga Workshops

June 19-23

Lisbon, Portugal

Guest Speaker, World Yoga Day

June 24- 29

Tallinn, Estonia

Yoga Workshops

June 30-July 1

Prague, Czech Republic

Yoga Workshops

July 2-5

Berlin, Germany

Berlin Yoga Festival

July 6-21

New York, Maryland, Hawaii, USA

Multiple Yoga Workshops & Satsangs

July 22-31

Ontario, Canada

Multiple Yoga Workshops

August 1-5

Greece

Yoga Workshops

August 6-10

Croatia

Yoga Workshops

August 11-16

Serbia

Workshop & Meeting

August 17-24

Zinal, Switzerland

Conference of European Union of Yoga

October 22-30

Japan

Yoga Workshops

* National calendar (India) visit our website www.yogalife.co.in
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@ UYLS BRANCHES
& AFFILIATED CENTERS
YOGA BHAVAN, UJJAIN
Centre Director: Girijesh Vyas
Opp. Kalidas Academy, Kothi Road, Ujjain
Class Timings- 6:30-9:30 am & 4:30-7:30 pm Weekdays.
Phone: +91 734-2525113, 9406624555
Email: info@yogalife.co.in
Website: www.yogalife.co.in
YOGA BHAWAN, INDORE
Centre Director: Mrs. Dipti Gami
Vasant Vihar, Behind Bombay Hospital, Indore, M.P.
Phone: +91 9826099886
Email: gamidipti@gmail.com
Website: www.yogalife.co.in
RENU'S YOGA STUDIO, INDORE
Centre Director: Renu Jhalani
E-87, Saket Nagar, Near Devki Apartment
Class Timings: 6:30-7:30, 7:30-8:30,
10:30-11:30 am & 5:30-6:30 pm
Phone: +91 9300043244,
Email: info@renuyogastudio.com
Website: www.renuyogastudio.com
YOGA BHAWAN, CALIFORNIA
Centre Director: Yuvaraj Venktesan
Shri Mahakaleshwar Temple,
2344-A, Walsh Avenue, Santa Clara
Class Timings: 7-8 pm Weekdays,
6-7 pm Saturdays' & 7-9 am Sundays
Phone: +1 625.325.3323
Email: yuvraj@yogalife.co.in
Website: www.yogalifeusa.org
YOGA BHAWAN, NEW JERSEY
Centre Director: Deepthy Nair
North Brunswick, NJ, USA 08902
Email: deepthy@gmail.com
Phone: +1 (267) 421-1437
Website: www.yogalifeusa.org

YOGA BHAWAN, MARYLAND
Centre Director: Ms Avneet Baid
308, Currier Drive, Rockville MD, 20850
Email: yogalifeusa@gmail.com
Website: www.yogalifeusa.org
CYS, STREET CHARLES GIESEN,
CAXIAS DO SUL-RS, BRAZIL
Director Satyadhara: Ranise Silviera
Centro de Yoga Satyadhara
Rua Carlos Giesen, 1297 - Sala 501
Bairro Exposição - Caxias do Sul - RS - Brasil
CEP: : 95084-220
Phone : +554 81199368
Email: ranise@terra.com.br
Website: www.satyadhara.com.br
CYS, VINHEDOS, CAXIAS DO
SUL - RS, BRAZIL
Yoga Center Satyadhara Unit Vineyards
Centre Director: Cleusa Batista
Fábio Antonio Cavagnoli Street, 329 Park
neighborhood of Vineyards
95032-747 – Caxias do Sul – RS
Contact: +555499059535
Email: satyadharavinhedos@gmail.com
Website: www.satyadhara.com.br
SHANTI YOGA, RIO GRANDE
DO SUL, BRAZIL
Director: Camila M. Roos
Rua Vicente do Prado Lima 142 sala 01
Camobi, Rio Grande Do Sul, Brazil
For more details Contact
Phone: +55 55 9671-3161
Email: camila.roos@hotmail.com

Immersion Course in Yoga
19th IYTTC 200 Hours
13th-24th May, 2015
Alibaug, Maharashtra

Y

oga retreat for people who wish to experience Yoga in depth
in traditional way and also for those who want an
International Yoga Teaching Certiﬁcate of 200 hours accredited by
Council forYoga Accreditation,Yoga Alliance USA, InternationalYoga
Federation and the course content is well researched by The Yoga
Institute Santacruz Mumbai.
To understand and feel the true spirit of Yoga, to re-connect to
yourself and recharge your chakras, you need to take a break and
get away from everyday's routine life, only for twelve days.
Close to the sunny beaches of Alibaug Mumbai, within forests,
surrounded by water bodies, at one of the most beautiful retreat
centre of India - Satyam Shivam Sundaram - A Naturist's abode in
village Munavli seem to be a perfect place to start or to get deeper
into yourYoga practice balancing your energies.
Try out the gentle way of learning yoga being conducted by a
Master with 22 years of teaching experience globally – Pundit
Radheshyam Mishra, the founder of Ujjain Yoga Life Society
International. This course may transform your life into something
more meaningful as per the feedback we received from previous
such programs in India and many countries.
This twelve day course will attune you to ashram life along with
some outdoor activities. It follows a speciﬁc pattern. You will rise
early morning, meditate and pranayams in the Nature, daily kriyas
(cleansing) to detoxify the inner system, enjoy walks in village, and
do yoga theory & practical sessions to complete the syllabus of
International Yoga Teachers Training. You will experience Yoga as
science through various presentation of anatomy and physiology,
Yoga as Philosophy thorough Yoga Sutras, Yoga as physical

practices through Hatha Yoga Pradipika, Yoga as therapy while
applying on yourself to be a perfect healthy person.
The special sattvik food will help you grow healthier and as you
improve your asana skills you will become stronger. Meditation and
chanting will ﬂood you with a peace you never thought was
possible. By following the scheduled routine you will not only invite
discipline into your life but you will ﬁnd that you are more relaxed.
Relaxation will lead you to spiritual discovery that will open wide
your mind to a new way of thinking.
Alibaug provides an idyllic holiday destination where peace and
spirituality reign. Book your place well in advance for the slots ﬁll up
very fast since they are very affordable and long awaited.

For more details,
please write us at info@yogalife.co.in
or Call: +91-9406624555

For more info please write us at

info@yogalife.co.in

INTERNATIONAL

Ujjain Yoga Life Society, International
International Headquarters B-1 University Campus, Kothi Road, Ujjain,
Pin - 456010, Madhya Pradesh, India.
Contact - +91 9406624555, 7342525113
Email - info@yogalife.co.in
Website- www.yogalife.co.in

